No other company offers arborists such a comprehensive program of insurance protection. Which is why no other program has earned the endorsement of the National Arborist Association. Through this cost-effective plan, you can get insurance that's specifically designed to meet the needs of arborists. It covers herbicide and pesticide applications. Worker's compensation and liability claims. Property and commercial auto losses. And much more. So why run around trying to piece together your insurance plan? Simply call or have your agent call us at 1-800-533-7824.
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OUTLOOK

It's a new year with new challenges, great opportunities, fresh ideas and many new programs. The tree care industry's professional societies and associations have big plans for 1996.

The International Society of Arboriculture (ISA) is developing plant health care training programs, enhancing its public relations programs, translating more programs and developing chapters abroad. Also, ISA will further develop its Web page on the Internet, its tree worker certification program and its International Jamboree.

The American Society of Consulting Arborists (ASCA) has an interesting agenda for 1996 as well, not the least of which is finding a new executive director. John Duke, who has served ASCA so well these past years, is moving on to greener pastures. We wish him the best. ASCA will be further developing its Academy, sponsoring seminars and otherwise educating consulting arborists.

The National Arborist Association (NAA) has a huge and exciting agenda for 1996. NAA will produce a video on rigging and removal, an additional video in cooperation with ISA on the ANSI A300 standard and the ISA Pruning Guideline and an extensive press release program. NAA, which already has extensive space on the Internet's World Wide Web, will enlarge its home page and increase the benefits NAA members receive from it. NAA also has a new insurance program for 1996.

A major NAA innovation for 1996 will come into focus at NAA's Winter Management Conference in February in San Diego. The first annual Awards for Excellence in Arboriculture will be presented to deserving NAA member firms at an Awards Banquet on February 16. Presenting the awards will be one of the world's foremost proponents of proper tree care, Dr. Alex Shigo. The entries were judged at TCI EXPO by an outstanding panel of experts. More on the winners and judges will be published later.

This whole program is sponsored by the National Arborist Foundation and funded by a grant from Altec Industries, manufacturers of aerial lifts and chippers for the tree care industry. Peter Sortwell, chairman of this NAA committee, was quoted as saying, "This Altec grant has basically provided the seed money to enable this program to get off to a running start. The Awards for Excellence in Arboriculture will raise performance standards and enhance the image of the professional in the eyes of the American people." Altec Industries has just notified NAA of an additional grant to fund the program into 1997.

Arborists have much to look forward to in 1996. It's easier to see if you are on the inside. Be part of the action. Consider joining ISA, NAA or becoming a candidate for ASCA membership now.

Robert Felix, Publisher

Be a part of the action.... consider joining ISA, NAA or becoming a candidate for ASCA membership now.
Tree care professionals are very particular about the tools they use. We know, because we asked for their help in designing the Shindaiwa 357 top handle chain saw, the newest addition to our full line of outdoor power equipment.

The results are very impressive.

Quiet and compact, the 357 has the best power-to-weight ratio in the industry – which means less fatigue, because the saw's working harder, not you.

Its exceptional balance and anti-vibration system make cutting easier and less tiring. And since an arborist's life has its ups and downs, it's also the ultimate climbing saw, with a rounded shape that hangs bar-down to help avoid hang-ups.

And even though you can expect 1000 hours of engine life from the 357, it won't take a lifetime to pay for. In fact, you can expect it to set new standards both in performance and value.

Call 1-800-521-7733 for your nearest Shindaiwa dealer and see the saw designed by arborists for arborists. The Shindaiwa 357 climbing saw. Helping you reach the top.
Tree grove stands as a testimony to the human spirit

Exactly seven months after a homemade bomb destroyed the A.P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City killing 169 people, a delegation from Iowa honored the victims in ceremonies on the grounds of the Oklahoma state capital a few miles from the bomb site. The emotion-filled day marked the dedication of a memorial grove of trees which will serve as a living memorial to those who died in the bombing. The Oklahoma City Memorial Grove includes 150 littleleaf lindens and 19 prairiefire crabapples. Each tree honors a bomb victim. The lindens represent adults who died; the crabapples honor the children.

The lindens were planted with trunks in perfect alignment along 90- and 45-degree angles, similar to the placement of markers in military cemeteries. The lindens surround and embrace the smaller crabapples. As the trees grow, their crowns will interlock, forming a canopy, or bosque, over park grounds below under the grove.

The memorial is a gift to Oklahomans from the people of Iowa. The November 19 ceremonies followed months of preparation and the planting of the trees by volunteers from Iowa during the week prior to the dedication. Since the April 19 bombing, there have been numerous ceremonies and tributes honoring the dead and those involved in rescue efforts. It is unlikely, however, that any of those events involved as many people or as much time and effort as this one.

The grove is a project of the Iowa State Horticultural Society. Camille Valley, interim state horticulturist, said a memorial with trees was the idea of the late Dan Cooper, state horticulturist.

Plans began to take shape shortly after the bombing. Believing that living trees would be a fitting memorial for those who were killed, Cooper presented the idea to Iowa Governor Terry Brandstad. "The governor was very excited," said Valley. "He called Oklahoma Governor Frank Keating and explained the idea. 'We'd like to do this,' he told Governor Keating. Oklahoma accepted the offer, and things began to move really quickly."

Cooper and Valley brought an Iowa delegation to Oklahoma in June to discuss plans and look at possible sites. They visited the shell of the federal building, which still was standing. "Initially," said Valley, "we were thinking of something at the bombing site. But when we got to Oklahoma City and saw the devastation that remained and learned it wasn't clear what was to be done at the location, we
The project gets started

The first contingent from Iowa arrived the night of November 12, a week before the scheduled ceremony. This contingent included Pete Click, owner of Miller Nursery in Des Moines and board member of the Iowa Nursery and Landscape Association; Carol Click; Ken Peckosh, Peck's Green Thumb Nursery, Cedar Rapids; Darin Chamberlin, Chamberlin Landscaping, Cedar Rapids; landscape architect Greg Jones, Dunbar-Jones Partnership, Des Moines; Steve Kaise, executive board member of the Iowa State Horticultural Society; Miriam Dunlap, Winterset, Iowa; Jerry Lamers, Iowa Community Colleges; and Camille Valley.

Valley explained that each member was assigned specific responsibilities and also helped across-the-board on all activities and coordination efforts. Valley's responsibilities included directing all aspects of the memorial grove development including site preparation, grove construction, tree installation, coordinating the ceremony and all post-ceremony activities.

Pete Click coordinated the tree installation. Carol Click was responsible for setup and operation of the registration area on the day of the ceremony. Ken Peckosh supervised and instructed volunteers on how to operate the Vermeer tree spade and served as a mentor to the students on how the equipment should be operated. Jones supervised alignment of the trees after they were placed in the holes. Chamberlin provided skid-steer loaders for moving trees and mixed the fill soil; Kaiser assisted with overall supervision, and Lamers coordinated the student volunteers, staging and activities sponsored by Oklahoma groups. Dunlap was in charge of public relations and assisted media representatives with interviews.

"The work was a team effort," said Valley. "Everybody pitched in to do whatever was needed." Valley explained that she was concerned that all volunteers and contributors are recognized for their efforts. She wanted to be sure that even though a person or group may not be individually recognized, their efforts are truly appreciated and will never be forgotten.

Monday, November 13, was spent measuring and laying out the grove with the position of each tree carefully marked. By the end of the day, Click directed helpers to dig several test holes with a Vermeer Model TS44M Tree Spade with 44-inch ball capability. The equipment was made available by the Vermeer Manufacturing Co., Pella, Iowa, through its local dealer, Vermeer Sales of Oklahoma. Vermeer was one of scores of businesses donating equipment, services and money for the project.

The second day was devoted to digging holes. Each was about 40 inches deep. The Vermeer tree spade played an important role in the installation process. There had been little rain in central Oklahoma, and the park's ground was dry and hard. In addition, much of the area contains red clay, the kind used to make bricks. The work would have been backbreaking if done by hand. Instead, volunteer crews positioned the spade precisely where each hole was to be dug, lifted the earth from the ground and deposited in a nearby park,
ing lot. Capital grounds personnel then
loaded the soil into trucks and hauled it
away.

Trees, equipment and supplies arrived
in four semi-trailer trucks Tuesday night
and were brought to the site on the morn-
ing of November 15. Also on hand were
the first groups of Iowa college students
from four colleges: Des Moines Area
Community College; Hawkeye Commu-
nity College, Waterloo; Indian Hills
Community College, Ottumwa; and
Kirkwood Community College, Cedar
Rapids. Trees and supplies were unloaded
as hole digging continued.

A gas well is in the area where the lin-
dens were to be planted, and an
underground pipeline runs through a por-
tion of the grove site. Several holes had
to be directly over the pipeline in order to
achieve the alignment necessary for the
overall design. To prevent the risk of cut-
ting the line with the tree spade, Click
directed that those holes be hand-dug, a
task that took several hours to complete.
Trees were placed in the ground on Thurs-
day and Friday. Great care was taken to
make certain each tree was correctly po-

sitioned and aligned. Special fill was pre-
pared to assure the trees’ health and
growth. Click said fill soil contained sandy
loam, sulphur, gypsum, peat and slow-re-
lease fertilizer. When the trees were in
place, holes were partially filled. A pile
of topsoil and another of mulch to be used
in the ceremonial planting was positioned

![Pete Click and Camille Valley discuss the layout of the grounds.](image)

**ALL KINDS OF APPETITES. ALL DAY LONG.**

**PRO CHIP SERIES**

- Variable speed
- Closely coupled feed system
- Curbside feed system controls
- Auto feed system reduces engine stress

Big job or little job, Gravely chippers are built with outstanding quality and durability. Perfect for the rental market, landscape contractor or professional arborist, they’re designed to satisfy your needs.

See your nearest Gravely dealer today or write or call:
Gravely International, 350 South Stratford Rd., Suite 530, Winston-Salem, NC 27104

**Success Rides on a Gravely.**
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TREE CARE INDUSTRY - JANUARY 1996
The Competition is

**UNBALANCED**

With PERKINS Engines, Balancers are Standard Equipment

Perkins 4.236 and T4.236 are Balanced as Standard Equipment. This Helps Prevent Broken Welds, Radiator, Muffler, Instrument Panel and other Miscellaneous Costly Failures Caused by Excessive Vibration.

Save your money and time for more important things like tree climbing, rollerblading, surfboarding, accounting, and other more balanced activities. Next time you look at the bottom line, Perkins will be the choice.

**The Most Competitive Balanced Diesel Arbor Power!**

PGL
Power Great Lakes, Inc.
655 Wheat Lane, Wood Dale, IL 60191
Tel: 800-551-2938 • Fax: 800-432-9745

Serviced through Detroit Diesel Distributor Service Network

© Copyright 1995 /Professional Graphics Network, Inc. All Rights Reserved IT5497 01/95 (812)294-0860
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What It Means

Pete Click, owner of Miller Nursery in Des Moines and a coordinator for construction of the Oklahoma City Memorial Grove, summarized for an Iowa television station the steps necessary to prepare the memorial for its dedication.

"The trees and park make a nice memorial," Click said. "But I think what stands out most is the support we have received here. People just walk up and tell us how much they appreciate what we are doing. Workers from the offices bring us food and coffee and want to know if we need anything. Tomorrow the staff in one state office building is bringing us lunch. Another state department will host lunch the next day. We’ve all been invited to come back. We’ll keep memories of the people we’ve met for a long, long time. I think that’s what means the most.”

Acting Iowa Horticulturist Camille Valley, who designed the memorial grove, said a great deal of thought had gone into the timing for bringing the memorial grove to Oklahoma and holding dedication ceremonies.

“We didn’t want to do it too soon,” she said. “We understand there is a recovery process everyone here has to go through, and we respect that. This bombing was a terrible thing. But one good that comes after disasters is that they bring out our humanity. And we need that.”

adjacent to each tree. Students cut pieces of weed-control fabric on which soil and mulch were placed.

Last-minute details

The day before the ceremony was spent with last-minute details and cleanup. Students from Iowa State University and others who had asked to be a part of the ceremony arrived in buses. The Iowa State University students played an essential part in the memorial project. They helped position the trees prior to the ceremony, they helped the families plant the trees during the ceremony and they stayed through Monday to help stake and wrap each tree.

Stages were put in place, and the memorial plaque, made of granite from the destroyed Murrah building, was installed. Students swept sidewalks and parking lots and attached ribbons and tags to every tree so ceremony participants could locate their assigned trees for the planting ceremony. Bright red ribbon was placed around the perimeter of the grove.

More Iowans arrived. Strong winds are common in Oklahoma, so mulch and topsoil were watered to keep them from being blown across the site. However, winds remained light throughout the installation

One section of holes had to be dug by hand because tree positions were located directly over a gas line. Iowa college students were hard at work digging these holes, using donated equipment from Vermeer and other Iowa companies.
1991 Int'l 4900 ....... $54,500
DT466 13 Spd. Air Brakes, Chip Box, Built in Vermeer Chipper, Holan 819-50-3 Forestry Bucket. 23,000 miles.

1988 GMC V/8 ............. $39,500
5 Spd. with Aerial Lift of Conn. 50' Bucket and Chip Box. Others available.

(2) 1990 Ford F600 .... $39,500 each

1987 GMC V/8 ............. $29,500
5 Spd. with Hi Ranger. 52' Bucket.

1989 Ford ................. $39,500
6.6 Diesel 6 Spd. with 48' Reach All Bucket.

1989 Int'l Crew Cab ........ $24,500
12,500 Orig. Miles. 10 Chip Body Trucks in Stock.

(3) 1989 GMC V/8 .... $29,500 each
5 Spd. with 48' Hi Ranger. Double Buckets.

(10) HIAB $4,500 and up

1986 Ford ................. $22,500
C/O 8,000, 3208 CAT. 5 Spd. 26,350 Orig. Miles. Chassis & Cab. With 2 Spd., 7.5 Ton RO Crane 44' Hook Height. ............. $29,500

Rayco Hydra Stumper (New)
$121,900
175 HP CAT. Undercarriage for the big land clearing of stump removal jobs. With A/C No Air ......... $118,000
1993 Rental Return; 250 Hrs .... $107,000
Also Rental Available, Call For Details.
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The Volunteers

Several hundred Iowans traveled to Oklahoma to help build the Oklahoma City Memorial Grove and take part in its dedication. Some came, worked and returned home. Others worked throughout the installation and stayed for the ceremony. Iowa Governor Terry Brandstad estimated about 170 people from Iowa attended the dedication November 19. Michelle Doll, first-year parks and landscape student at Kirkwood Community College, Cedar Rapids, arrived with the first group of students. She began work November 15 and stayed to participate in the ceremonial planting four days later. She performed a variety of jobs, including helping hand-dig holes for trees. She also got an opportunity to operate the Vermeer tree spade, which she said was the best way to dig holes.

"Coming here was something we wanted to do," said Doll. "It gave us the opportunity to repay the people of Oklahoma for the help they gave us during the floods." Doll and her classmates sold T-shirts, sweatshirts, jackets and pizza to raise money to pay for the trip.

Darin Chambers, Cedar Rapids, volunteered to come to Oklahoma as soon as he heard about plans for the memorial grove. "I didn't know if it would take two days or a week," he said. "I just knew I wanted to be a part of it. It's hard. It's been very emotional."

Jack Mayer and his wife, Anna, of Des Moines, volunteered to be Iowa representatives at the ceremonial tree planting. "We read about the memorial and heard about it on television," said Mayer. "My wife's garden club contributed funds to make it happen. The donations in Iowa were fantastic."

"We'll help at the tree planting and then load up on the bus and be home about 4 a.m. We're honored to be a part of it," said Anna Mayer. "And we'll be back."

and for the ceremony, and temperatures were unseasonably warm. "The weather was perfect," said Nancy Denton, manager of State Capital Park. "I believe there have been a lot of prayers about this project. These beautiful days are God's blessing."

Volunteers and donations

Hundreds of volunteers and donors assisted in all aspects of the planning, funding and installation of the memorial grove. Nursery stock, transportation, planting materials and professional services were donated by individuals, clubs and organizations, businesses and communities. "Most of what was needed was donated," said Click. "Things we had to buy were purchased with donated funds. The college kids who came paid their own expenses."

Although the memorial's primary purpose is to honor victims of the bombing and those who provided relief afterward, Valley said it also is a way to thank Oklahomans who sent help to Iowa after heavy flooding in 1993. The project also is part of 1996 Iowa sesquicentennial anniversary activities, commemorating the spirit of the state's pioneer ancestors who reached out to comfort neighbors in need.

Iowa volunteers are already planning the details for an underground sprinkler system to provide water for the trees. This sprinkler system is scheduled to be installed in the near future or as soon as the weather permits.

The big day arrives

On Sunday, ceremony participants began to arrive as volunteers took care of last-minute details and technicians tested the sound system. Shovels were placed at each of the 169 trees. The ceremonial planting of every tree involved at least one person from Iowa and one from Oklahoma, many of them family members of the victims. Iowa volunteers escorted ceremony participants to their trees.

Many Iowa visitors said later that meeting mothers, spouses, brothers, sisters and children of those who died in the bombing was the most emotional part of the experience.

Cooper died in September and didn't live to see his idea completed. Still, members of his family were recognized at the ceremony. Kris Early, president of the Iowa State Horticultural Society, gave a brief welcome and signaled the start of the ceremonies. Participants at each tree shoveled top soil and then surrounded each tree trunk with mulch. The University of Oklahoma Trombone Choir and the Children's Choral Society of Oklahoma provided music. As each tree was planted,
MAKE IT STRONG. KEEP IT LIGHT.
MAKE IT CUT CLEAN AND FAST AND EASY.
DESIGN IT TO REDUCE WORKER FATIGUE AND INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY.

Give us more cuts per hour, especially during those last hours of long days at the end of the pruning season. Give us a blade that we can replace without taking apart the handles—one that holds its edge, is easy to sharpen and simple to adjust. The handles should never need replacing but, if they do, it should take only seconds and require no special tools.

By the way, make it unbreakable and guarantee it forever.

That's what you told us it would take to make the perfect vineyard and orchard loppers. So we did it. And then some.

Our new line of aluminum-handled loppers cut so clean, so fast, so easy and are so strong and simple to maintain, that virtually everyone who has tested them says they're the best loppers they've ever used.

The blade cuts with astonishing ease. Long, to reach into tight areas; large, to slice easily through mature vines and branches; the blade is Radial Arc™ ground and clad with a tough, slick, three-layer fluoropolymer that reduces friction to a bare minimum. This blade requires one-third less force than a conventional blade to make the same cut.

The blade is a separate component. Changing it takes one tool and one minute.

The forged hook is designed to draw the material being cut closer to the pivot. This maximizes leverage and minimizes the effort required to make a cut. The hook's curvature is shallow enough to easily slip between dense, tangled branches and support wires. Yet it is deep enough to hold the branch securely as the cut is being made. The sap groove is deep and wide for improved self-cleaning.

The square-shouldered, right-threaded pivot bolt that enables quick blade change is positioned so that the hook and blade open wide with a minimum of handle movement—in other words, with less effort. And the same coating that makes cutting so easy also self-lubricates the pivot action.

The Santoprene® bumpers, which provide a cushy rebound at the end of each cut, are located low on the tang well clear of the action. Replacing a worn bumper takes only seconds. Tools needed? Your thumb and forefinger.

Our patented new handle design has astonishing strength. The thick-walled aluminum tubing is oval—inherently stronger than round or rectangular stock. That strength is then compounded by an internal wedge of high-density, glass-filled nylon that expands as it is compressed during handle mounting. Even given severe abuse, these handles are almost impossible to break. Given proper use, they're indestructible.

The hand grips are designed for comfort and durability. They're thick, to minimize hand fatigue. They're molded of tough polyethylene and the bottom is extra thick for longer wear when used to drag brush along the ground and into a pile.

Our new aluminum handled loppers come in three models. A 21-inch version with a 1 1/2-inch cutting capacity suitable for vines and shrubs. And 26 and 32-inch models with a 2 1/2-inch cutting capacity for tree pruning.

Like all our professional tools, these loppers come with a lifetime warranty. If they break, we'll fix or replace them. Period.

We're also backing these tools with a "Fast or Free" parts warranty. If your Corona dealer is out of replacement parts, call us. We'll have them to you within 48 hours or they're yours free.

If you try these loppers, we think you'll agree that they're perfect, or close to it. So we're making you this money-back offer. Buy a pair. Prune with them for two weeks. Use 'em and abuse 'em. If you agree they're the best, buy more. If you don't, return them to us along with a note telling us what you think would make them better. We'll refund your purchase price. Fair enough?

For further information, contact your Corona dealer or call us at 1-800-234-2547.
Early called out the name of each victim. Oklahoma City clergy from Christian, Jewish and Islamic faiths offered messages of hope. Rabbi David Packman called the grove “trees of life” and told listeners that the three religions represented at the ceremonies all recognize the tree as a symbol of life. In dedication remarks, Early told the audience that the memorial grove is viewed as a fitting display of Iowa’s compassion for the people who were affected by the bombing and its aftermath. “As you look through the trees,” said Early, “you see that each stands straight and true - side by side - just as we are here today. Because others care, no one is truly alone.” Early said the littleleaf lindens, standing for each adult, in early spring will bring forth small blossoms and fill the air with the sweet fragrance of renewal and fresh beginnings.

“Prairiefire flowering crabapple trees represent each child.” Early continued. “An abundance of bright magenta blossoms will cover their branches in early spring. It is hoped that this planting will help your focus turn to new beginnings as the grove is brought to life in spring.”

Gov. Brandstad noted that hundreds of people worked to make the memorial grove a reality. Brandstad presented a ceremonial shovel to Mary Fallin, Oklahoma’s lieutenant governor, who expressed thanks to Iowa on behalf of all Oklahomans.

“By being here seven months after this tragedy, we show we care.” Brandstad said. “We want this memorial to be part of the healing process. It helps to have a place to go, to reflect, a place where plants grow and birds sing. The Oklahoma City Memorial Grove is a fitting display of Iowa’s compassion for the people of Oklahoma, as well as a symbol of gratitude for all those who helped Iowans in their time of need. I will bring my children back to this place.”
STUMP CUTTERS

MODEL 2500-4
- 25 HP Kohler Command Engine
- Stable Four Wheel Stance
- Complete Hydraulic Control Including Steering & Propulsion
- Compact 35" Width Fits Easily Through Gates
- 1" Thick Cutter Wheel
- Shown With Dual Wheels Option

MODEL 3500
- Economical Tow Behind Unit
- Shown With Optional Remote Control
- Heavy Duty Construction

MODEL 4100-D
- 41 HP Deutz Diesel
- Big Cutting Power in a Mid-Size Machine
- Optional Remote Control

MODEL 7200
- 72 HP Four Cylinder Turbo-Charged Deutz Diesel Engine
- Massive 1 1/2" Thick 31" Diameter Cutter Wheel with 48 Teeth
- Unmatched Cutting Dimensions

J.P. Carlton builds the highest quality Stump Cutters available. For more information, or to arrange a demonstration call: (800) 243-9335.

221 John Dodd Road • Spartanburg, South Carolina 29308
800-243-9335 • 803-578-9335 • FAX 803-578-0210
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Agrees with column, but....

I read with interest Robert Felix's Outlook column on the worker killed by a falling limb. I agree with his points and will be e-mailing my congressman about OSHA reform. I feel, however, that the column left out some very important points - maybe enough to be the topic of another whole column.

The "accident" in question points out exactly why we have and need safety rules and equipment, and why it is so important that all crew leaders and supervisors strictly enforce those rules.

In my mind, the crew leader on this job site was negligent in not enforcing the safety rules, regardless of what the judge decided. It reminds me of an incident where one of our workers lost several toes in a lawn mower accident because the supervisor allowed him to work in tennis shoes instead of the mandatory steel-toed boots.

We will never know whether the proper safety gear would have prevented or lessened the severity of these accidents, but the worker's odds would certainly have been better had they been protected.

The best thing that can come out of accidents such as these is that they become teaching lessons for crew members and supervisors alike. I saved a picture of our worker's foot (taken in the ER) to show to new employees to demonstrate why we require safety shoes. I think it is important to stress to workers the need for their safety equipment at all times, but a supervisor should never allow a worker on the job site without the proper protection. I won't even discuss the possibility of civil lawsuits filed by killed workers' families.

Fred Meyer
Meyer Landscape
Findlay, Ohio

Letters should be addressed to:
TCI, Editor
P.O. Box 1094
Amherst, NH 03031
INTRODUCING THE MOST PRODUCTIVE HAND-FED CHIPPER ON THE MARKET

...THE NEW BANDIT

MODEL 280XP

THE NEW BANDIT MODEL 280XP, AN 18" DIAMETER CAPACITY, HYDRAULIC-FEED, DISC-STYLE CHIPPER WITH:

- Powerful whole tree chipper-style feed system that is almost impossible to hang-up
- New longer-lasting knives (3 to 4 times the knife life) compared to competitive brush chipper knives
- Enormous chipper opening - 18" x 20-1/2"
- Superior power, efficiency, smooth-feeding action, quality chips, and chip loading capabilities. Features you expect from a Bandit chipper

THE SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE OF THE 280XP IS MAKING SOME PEOPLE UNEASY

BANDIT INDUSTRIES, INC.

6750 MILLBROOK ROAD • REMUS, MI 49340 PHONE: (800) 952-0178 OR (517) 561-2270 • FAX: (517) 561-2273
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How Much Profit?

Investment bankers say small firms should have a 20% after-tax profit return on monies invested. The 20% after tax formula put us in a panic until we realized we were looking at profits as a percent of sales on the P & L statement and not profit as a relationship to assets.

Based on this, we now spend more time equating our actual year-end profit dollars with the total assets we have employed. In our industry, the major categories of assets are: un-depreciated value of equipment, accounts receivable, land, buildings and miscellaneous items that were capitalized. Profits as a percent of sales are important to an operations manager, but if a banker is going to judge a firm's value by equating profit dollars to all assets employed, we figured we should too.

WE ALREADY HAD THE FORMULAS

The formulas that most bankers use are:

1. Gross Sales = Asset Turnover
   Total Assets
2. Net Profit = Profit as % of Sales
   Gross Sales
3. Net Profit = Return on Assets
   Total Assets

The first formula tells you if the critical second and third formulas are going to be high enough. If you are not turning your assets over fast enough, there is very little chance of achieving the other two benchmarks.

By "turning the assets over," we really mean having them in a billing situation. If a piece of equipment is carrying depreciation, that undepreciated value is counted and is part of your assets. The analogy is: You wouldn't put money in a bank that did not pay interest on it. A banker is not going to loan you money if you are going to purchase a piece of equipment and not work and bill it as much as you can. Given the seasonality of our business, bankers will be sure to look at asset turnover.

Over the years we found that if we turn over the value of our assets 3 times a year we are okay. Experience has also taught us that the total value of our assets should be somewhere around 30 to 35 cents per sales dollar. If sales are $300,000 per year, assets should not exceed $105,000. Otherwise our turnover rate falls below 3 and our friendly banker is no longer friendly!

The higher the value of your assets, the higher pre- and after-tax profits will have to be. Because of this, there is no single percentage that will apply to all.

If we keep assets low and profits high, the 20% net after tax return on assets is an easy target.

Let's say we do $300,000 in sales and make 11% pre-tax profit, or $33,000. The owner/manager's salary has been expensed. Taxes take about 45%, so we end up with a net after tax profit of $18,150 — 6.1% of sales. However, if our assets equate to 30 cents of each sales dollar, our asset employed total is $90,000. Formula # 3, would then look like this:

\[
\text{Net Profit: } 18,150 \quad \frac{\text{Total Assets: } 90,000}{\text{=20.1\% Return on Assets}}
\]

IT IS NOT A ROLE OF THE DICE

We try to level out the sales highs and lows of our business by programming existing non-essential work to the off season. This enables us to obtain more sales hours on our equipment, we do more with existing equipment and staff, and it opens up the busy season to accommodate new business. Thus we obtain higher asset turnover and higher sales volume.

The formula has also forced us to re-think purchasing additional equipment for new growth. Until we can bill units almost full-time, we prefer short-term leasing even if leasing is slightly more expensive. The lessor has the same equipment cost we would if we owned the unit, plus they add overhead and profit. It is still worthwhile until full billing hours can be attained. The short-term lease can be expensed and doesn't appear in the asset column. We admit it might look strange to have a skid mounted sprayer mounted on a dealer's demo dump truck, but it keeps assets down!

A CATCH 22

Many small business owners place themselves in a "Catch 22" when it comes to salaries and expenses. Many put in very high personal salaries, have members of the family working limited time and receiving high wages, benefits, autos and pensions. These expenses charged against the business, while legitimate, can work against you by reducing profits. The return on assets goal can become more difficult to reach.

Should you ever decide to sell the business, a smart potential buyer is going to want 20% return on the investment. If it isn't there, the buyer won't be either.

The Branch Office is compiled monthly by Howard Eckel and Dan Kinter.

Mr. Eckel is currently a Management Consultant to the Green Industry. He draws on over 25 years of experience, and was formerly Executive Vice President of Davey Tree Expert Company.

Mr. Kinter owns Kintercom, a business-to-business advertising agency, and has served the tree care industry for over 7 years.
When it comes to protecting your tree care company ... does your insurance carrier draw the line?

Although many arborists are experienced at utility line clearance, they are unable to purchase the comprehensive business insurance they need.

We Don't Draw the Line
CNA, the nation's premier carrier for customized insurance packages, has a line on tree care companies. We know that arborists who provide dangerous utility line clearance services are experts at what they do. CNA recognizes your training and experience by offering The Arborist Program (TAP) — an insurance package developed especially for your business! Your company is eligible for this comprehensive program if it generates at least 50% of its receipts from utility line clearance and has three or more years of experience.

TAP was designed by experts in the arborist industry. It includes property and liability coverages that are important to all tree care companies as well as optional coverages that let you customize your program to fit the needs of your individual business.

Line Up Now
Find out more about TAP and the specialized coverages that are available as part of this program.

- Pesticide/herbicide applicator
- Underground storage tanks
- Auto pollution liability
- Limited pollution liability

Call your independent CNA agent today for more information ... or call 1-800-CNA-6241 and ask for a free brochure!

The CNA Insurance Companies underwriting this program will vary according to coverage. These companies include: American Casualty Company of Reading, Pennsylvania; Continental Casualty Company; National Fire Insurance Company of Hartford; Transcontinental Insurance Company; Transportation Insurance Company; and Valley Forge Insurance Company.
Clinton Signs Highway Bill

New law sets up pilot program to grant exemptions from a variety of regulations

President Clinton signed into law the National Highway System Designation Act of 1995 which contains an amendment appealing to tree firms. Specifically, the law contains an amendment to set up a pilot program to grant exemptions from a wide variety of Department of Transportation (DOT) regulations. Eligible vehicles are those between 10,000 and 26,000 pounds.

The House and Senate Conference Committee reported out the National Highway Systems Bill, S.440, in mid-November.

The amendment to redefine a commercial motor vehicle in the DOT’s rules was heavily supported by the National Arborist Association and other groups representing drivers of light- to medium-duty trucks. Currently, any company vehicle over 10,000 pounds must comply with the same requirements as an over-the-road trucking company. This includes physical exams of drivers and detailed recordkeeping requirements of vehicle inspections. Unlike full-time commercial motor vehicle truck drivers, driving vehicles is not the arborist’s primary job function. Further, safety is built into the system for vehicles between 10,001 and 26,000 pounds through requirements of insurance carriers, state licensing and inspection laws, and business needs to avoid breakdowns and interruption of service to customers.

U.S. Rep. Bill Zeliff (R-NH) introduced the legislation to Congress in June, and was very supportive of the need to deregulate these DOT rules on mid-sized vehicles. As signed by the President, the law requires the Secretary of Transportation to “implement a commercial motor vehicle regulatory relief and safety pilot program to grant and to monitor exemptions from the provisions of this section...”

The pilot program allows operators of commercial motor vehicles between 10,000 and 26,001 pounds to apply to the DOT for a waiver from certain regulations. If the operator has a satisfactory safety rating issued by DOT or meets the criteria established by DOT for participating in the program, a waiver from various regulations will be granted. The Secretary of Transportation has until the end of August 1996 to set up the details of the pilot program.

Information that applicants can expect to provide the DOT include accident and nonconfidential insurance-related data relevant to the safety performance of vehicles and drivers. Only drivers with good safety records in the preceding three years will be eligible. Maintaining such good safety records while in the program is also required.

In addition to the pilot program, the law requires the DOT to conduct a review of the need for the continuation of regulations on vehicles between 10,000 and 26,001 pounds. This forces the DOT to look at the fact that trucks of these size should not be subjected to the same requirements as interstate trucking firms. A cost and benefits of these regulations will also be included in the review, which must be completed within three years.

The National Arborist Association continues to follow this issue. Look for details in TCI magazine on how to apply to the DOT for a waiver when the pilot program is implemented next summer.

---

Brian Barnard is Government Affairs specialist for the National Arborist Association.
I was very skeptical of the value of Roots until I ran several field tests. I had eight 3 inch caliper Kwanzan cherry trees on each side of a commercial entrance. One side was treated heavily with Roots, the other side received the same fertilizer and water, but no Roots. One week later, I removed a tree from each side. The cherry tree treated with Roots had root growth over 8 inches long in one week! The untreated tree had **NO** root growth.

We now use Roots on every landscape plant we install. The enormous annual and perennial sections at our nursery burst with quality due to daily Roots applications through our irrigation system. Quality plants solve most of the problems of competition, and Roots solves most of the problems of plant quality.

− Steve Cockerham  Betty's Azalea Ranch  Fairfax, VA.

roots inc.
3120 Weatherford Road  •  Independence, MO 64055  •  (800) 342-6173
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A Field Form Report for Cost of Cure is now available. The 8-page form covers the costs that may be associated with returning a planting or landscape to its precasualty condition. Procedures for determining costs are presented in three sections:

A. Debris removal and hardscape restoration cost;
B. Plant replacement cost;
C. Plant restoration and establishment cost.

Section C includes seven categories of tasks that may be required in determining the cost of plant restoration and establishment from pre-planting and/or restoration and establishment to shelterwood methods to regenerate lost wooded area.

In addition, there is a page each for a sketch showing the site layout and information to help determine the size of a plot(s) to sample vegetation loss and/or damage on large casualty sites. Space is provided for the name of the person (contractor) who estimated the cost of a particular activity. A compound interest table is included to assist in adjusting costs of restoration and continuing maintenance when establishment may take more than one year.

A cover page provides space for information concerning the site, the client, the appraiser, type of damage, summary of the actual and appraised costs for each of the three sections and their total; a list of CTLA’s sponsoring organizations; and the necessary disclaimers.

Each 8-page form comes in a folder with two pockets. Ten forms in folders and a pad of 50 additional Plant Replacement Cost sheets are available in a packet for $22 for members of any of the five CTLA sponsoring organizations ($25 for non-members) plus $5 for postage.

CTLA will be making these field form reports available for purchase from any of the five sponsoring organizations. They are currently available from the International Society of Arboriculture and the American Society of Consulting Arborists.
Meet Sharon Lilly

The president-elect of ISA shares her thoughts

TCI: What do you see as the mission of the International Society of Arboriculture (ISA)?

LILLY: ISA recently developed its long range plan for the next five years: ISA 2000. The mission statement that was agreed upon is “to foster research and education that promotes the care and benefits of trees.”

TCI: You are and have been a very active member of ISA and your firm is an Active Member firm of the National Arborist Association (NAA). What do you see as the difference between ISA and NAA?

LILLY: ISA is a research and education-based professional organization dedicated to the tree care profession. NAA meets the needs of commercial arborists including business guidelines, regulatory compliance, legislative issues, training and insurance.

There is some overlap in the goals and objectives of the two organizations, which is why good communication and cooperative efforts are so important. However, there are also enough differences that the two are in no way redundant.

TCI: What emphasis do you place on ISA’s growth outside of North America?

LILLY: An exciting aspect of ISA membership is the international base. The U.S. and Canada have led the way in many facets of tree care. Professionals throughout the world are interested in our publications, innovations, products and technology. However, we have so much to gain with our interaction with our peers from other countries. We are learning about tree preservation ordinances from arborists in the United Kingdom. Claus Mattheck of Germany has introduced new concepts in the structure and strength of trees. We now have the means to discuss arboricultural issues with professionals from Europe, South America, Japan and Australia. We share the same problems and challenges and offer each other new approaches and solutions.

TCI: What do you see in ISA’s future?

LILLY: I think that there is tremendous opportunity for the growth of both ISA and NAA in the United States and Canada. It is imperative that we focus on reaching the many individuals and tree care companies that are not members of ISA or NAA. We have made great strides in promoting professional tree care and elevating our professional image, but there is a long way to go.

TCI: What do you see as the difference between ISA and NAA?
of elected leadership from academia and the municipal sector, respectively. What changes do you see occurring in ISA as a result?

**LILLY:** One of the things I like about ISA is the broad professional membership structure. Three of the four current officers are commercial arborists, following a number of municipal and academic sector presidents. I don't foresee any major changes in the direction of ISA due to this commercial trend. Personally, my heart and emphasis are with the field worker. I'm a strong supporter of the jamboree and I'd like to see more educational materials and workshops directed toward the people who are out working on the trees.

**TCI:** In 1996, Susan Haupt of the National Arborist Association, Caroline Davis of the Arboricultural Association of Great Britain and Sharon Lilly of the ISA will be the first females as elected leaders of the tree care profession. How do you feel about that?

**LILLY:** I think it is an incredible coincidence that these three organizations will each have their first woman president in the same year. We come from diverse backgrounds, but I suspect we share the same interests and dedication to professionalism. I hope we will have the opportunity to get together in 1996.

**TCI:** Sharon Lilly was the moving force that made ISA Certification of Arborists a reality. With certification in place now for several years, are the benefits you see now the same as those you envisioned?

**LILLY:** The ISA Certification program benefits the profession by raising the level of professionalism in our industry. It is a tool for employers, a guide for clients and a uniform standard within the profession. It creates an incentive for educational and professional growth.

**TCI:** What is certification's greatest strength?

**LILLY:** I honestly believe that the key to raising the level of professionalism in arboriculture is education. Certification is about education. Certification cannot guarantee performance, but it goes a long...
way toward educating the people responsible for tree care.

TCI: What is the percentage of renewals of Certified Arborists?

LILLY: The latest information is nearly 80%. Anything above 50% is considered a good recertification rate. I would be delighted with anything near 80% if we can maintain it.

TCI: What do you see as the future of certification?

LILLY: I am no longer chair of the ISA Certification Board and do not have a major role in the administration of the program. A task force is working to develop a utility specialist program as an addendum to Certified Arborist. I am still working with the committee to develop the Certified Tree Worker. There are no immediate plans for additional programs. If the programs currently being developed are successful and have a positive impact on the profession as the Certified Arborist program has had, then that will be a significant accomplishment.

Too many programs could become confusing to the public and the profession. Some have suggested specializations, such as the one being developed for utility arborists as an advanced certification. I see some merit in the idea but it would have to have the support of those sectors of the profession involved.

TCI: Does the certification program generate considerable surplus revenue for ISA?

LILLY: ISA chapters receive 40% of all testing and recertification fees. These funds are used to promote and administer the program and to continue educational efforts. The remaining 60% covers administrative costs. It requires the 60% plus the Study Guide proceeds to cover all expenses. The initial development costs have been recovered by ISA but certification does not generate considerable surplus revenues. Those revenues that are generated are reinvested in program development.

TCI: TCI has 16,000 readers who are not members of ISA. What message would you like to bring to those people?

LILLY: I think it is great that the professional trade magazines are reaching arborists who are not members of ISA and tree care firms that are not members of NAA. The fact that the articles are being read is encouraging. ISA and NAA have a great deal to offer professional arborists in terms of educational opportunities, training materials, publications and the ability to network with other arborists. I encourage all non-members to attend a meeting of their local ISA chapter or perhaps a TCI EXPO. I'm sure it will be a rewarding experience.

---

**This Free Offer. A Free Jacket.**

A free jacket and more for a free demo. Now this is an offer you can definitely warm up to. Take advantage of no payments for 90 days.***

Vermeer
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Aerial rescue is not only a competition event in tree climbers' jamborees, but it is also a vital job skill that can save a coworker's life. Having been both a jamboree contestant and a climber for many years, I've been something of a research guinea pig. My hope in writing this article is that the experiences I relate can help you to see that aerial rescue cannot be taken lightly.

Once a long time ago, I found myself trapped in a tree hanging upside down with a rope wrapped around my ankle. When you're young and inexperienced, this can create a great feeling of panic. The first person to find me in this precarious position didn't have a clue how to help. The situation was traumatic. A feeling of helplessness began to take over. The next person to arrive brought a separate rope. The second rope was placed above me in crotch adequate to support my weight. The rope was anchored at the base of the tree. I was then able to pull myself up and loosen the wrap on my feet. The lesson learned: Always have an adequate second rope available.

On another occasion, when I was working with a crew that was full of practical jokes, I learned a valuable lesson the hard way. It began when the crew took the end of climbing line and wrapped it around the truck bumper. Of course, I didn't notice this until I was 50 feet from anywhere. I was suspended in a rather awkward spot. The only way was back up the rope. I was a novice climber, still learning to use my hands and feet.

**Important lessons**

Sometimes important lessons come in the most unwanted of ways. I learned quickly that you may have to go up before you can come down. I climbed to where my rope was crotched and began the process of lowering myself, transferring and re-tying my line from one crotch to another. Not only did I learn which way was up, but I also learned that it was not important how long my rope was, it was what I did with it that counted. If this had been a situation where the rope had been damaged and the climber was unconscious, a second rope long enough to assist with the rescue would have been required.

At the 1989 International Tree Climbers Jamboree in St. Charles, Illinois, I performed the aerial rescue event in less than 30 seconds. I did this by climbing the injured climber's rope. I used a short endless loop of rope which was attached to the victim's rope with a prusik knot. The other end of the loop was attached to my saddle. Climbing to the victim, I connected our D-rings with a locking carabiner. Everything went smoothly except that I forgot to examine for breathing, bleeding and broken bones. Oh well, live and learn.

The following year at a regional jamboree, I attempted to repeat the same method. This time, instead of the carabiner, I decided to place my lanyard around the victim's line. This proved to be a disaster. The moment that I touched the victim's climbing knot, it began to run. It ran into my prusik knot, forcing it down. The two of us began an uncontrolled descent to the ground.
The important message for me was that it was possible to assist in a rescue without leaving the ground.
strength and other reasons. A second line removes at least one source of risk to the rescuer.

In the 1993 International Jamboree in Bismark, North Dakota, I decided to attach a sling and figure-8 to the base of the rescue tree. I placed the climber’s rope through the figure-8 and locked it off. I ascended a separate climbing line with a prusik loop. When I reached the victim, I placed a figure-8 in my line below my prusik, attached it to my saddle and locked it off. I removed the prusik and used it as a sling to hold the victim upright. I attached a separate line - a tag line you might say - to the climber to help maneuver him around limbs. Then I untied the victim’s climbing knot and descended on my figure-8. On the ground, I unlocked the victim’s line from the figure-8 at the tree base, then lowered/guided him to the ground. The procedure was smooth and safe, except that before I went up the tree, I forgot to tell anyone to call 911. Once again, failing to talk to that invisible person cost me.

I noticed in Bismark that using two wraps of rope through the figure-8 used to lower the victim seemed safer. The added friction gave me more control and slowed things down.

During an aerial rescue demonstration at TCI EXPO ’94 in Philadelphia with Joe Schneider, I found out firsthand what happens when you lose control of the rope being used to lower the victim. Fortunately for Joe, I again used two wraps through the figure-8. Joe descended some distance a little faster than we had rehearsed, but was not hurt.

As a result of these experiences, now I not only run the lowering line through the figure-8 with two wraps, but I also run it through a second figure-8 on my saddle, which gives me even more control under varying conditions. It doesn’t hurt to cheat toward a greater margin of safety.

Whatever method you use to enter the tree, whether it’s spiking, footlock climbing or body thrust climbing, remember to work within your abilities. Only use what you know, not what you think might work.

Often where it is practical, you can plan ahead. Place a second line in the tree, out of the way of the climber and falling limbs, in case there is an accident.

It is a good idea to know more than one method for rescuing an injured climber. For example, two line descents using the Blake hitch can be very smooth and secure. The Blake hitch doesn’t have the tendency to run that the conventional tautline hitch does. This means that you don’t have to worry as much about becoming separated during the lowering process.

Whatever methods you use for rescue, be sure to practice them so that the technique is almost instinctive if you really need it. Above all, remember that those who don’t learn from their mistakes or the mistakes of others are doomed to repeat them. Take it from one who’s been there.

Robert Phillips is a commercial arborist and trainer who resides in Portola Valley, California.
### E-mail & Website Addresses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Green Industry Associations</th>
<th>Purdue University - general address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The American Horticultural Society</td>
<td><a href="http://www.purdue.edu">http://www.purdue.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-mail: <a href="mailto:garde@ahs.com">garde@ahs.com</a></td>
<td>General University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>American Society of Landscape Architects</th>
<th>Vendors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-mail: <a href="mailto:landnet@asl.org">landnet@asl.org</a></td>
<td>Ben Meadows Company, Inc. - equipment &amp; supplies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL: <a href="http://www.asl.org/asla/">http://www.asl.org/asla/</a></td>
<td>E-mail: <a href="mailto:mail@benmeadows.com">mail@benmeadows.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>URL: <a href="http://www.benmeadows.com">http://www.benmeadows.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Society of Arboriculture/University of Illinois</th>
<th>General Interest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-mail: <a href="mailto:isa@prairienet.org">isa@prairienet.org</a></td>
<td>YAHOO: Searching program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL: <a href="http://www.ag.uiuc.edu/~isa/">http://www.ag.uiuc.edu/~isa/</a></td>
<td>GardenNet:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.olympus.net/gardens/welcome.html">http://www.olympus.net/gardens/welcome.html</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National Arborist Association</th>
<th>Ohio Division of Forestry:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-mail: <a href="mailto:76142.463@compuserve.com">76142.463@compuserve.com</a></td>
<td><a href="http://hortwww-2.ag.ohio-state.edu/ODNR/Forestry.htm.">http://hortwww-2.ag.ohio-state.edu/ODNR/Forestry.htm.</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL: <a href="http://newwww.com/org/naa">http://newwww.com/org/naa</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National Gardening Association</th>
<th>Chamber of Commerce:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-mail: <a href="mailto:nga@together.org">nga@together.org</a> or: <a href="mailto:76711.417@compuserve.com">76711.417@compuserve.com</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.uschamber.org">http://www.uschamber.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGA manages the Garden Forum on</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compuserve information is available on</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the Hearst News Media page: <a href="http://www.homearts.com">http://www.homearts.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R.I.S.E. (Responsible Industry for a Sound Environment)</th>
<th>Occupational Safety and Health Administration:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-mail: <a href="mailto:lawder@acpa.org">lawder@acpa.org</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.osha.gov/">http://www.osha.gov/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Department of Transportation:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colleges &amp; Universities</th>
<th>General Government:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.cce.cornell.edu">http://www.cce.cornell.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>North Dakota State University - Bottineau</th>
<th>House of Representatives:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R.I.S.E. (Responsible Industry for a Sound Environment)</th>
<th>White House:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-mail: <a href="mailto:lawder@acpa.org">lawder@acpa.org</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.whitehouse.gov/">http://www.whitehouse.gov/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**NOW YOU CAN PREVENT Ivy, Oak & Sumac Poisoning**

**IT'S SO EASY!**

Would you take just 5 drops a day of Oral Ivy® in water or juice to prevent ivy poisoning?

**6 Months Prevention Just 7¢ A Day**

$12.50 + $1.00 Postage

$90.00/Doz. Plus UPS Shipping

**AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION**

**ORDER NOW TOLL FREE**

1-800-553-6778

**Oral-Ivy®**

**ORDER NOW TOLL FREE**

1-800-553-6778

**Oral Ivy, Inc.**

BLOOMSBURG, PA 17815
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**Rapco Carbide Chain…**

With Rapco Carbide Chain... you can cut 20 to 25 cords without re-sharpening!

**Rapco**

WORLD'S FINEST!

**Rapco Industries Inc.**

SALES BY: RAPCO MARKETING INC.

P.O. BOX 5219

VANCOUVER, WA 98668-5219

PHONE: 1-800-959-6130 FAX: 503-255-4607
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**Arbor NET**
Thirty Days To A New You

It’s the start of another new year, time once again to set new goals and discard old habits in the hope of living a more successful, productive life. But old habits die hard and new goals don’t come easy.

Psychologists say three to four weeks of concentrated effort is necessary before any new habit or change can become permanent. So, to build new directions in your life - more efficient time management, daily exercise, more productive relationships with co-workers, a new diet, or whatever - set up a 30-day change plan. A 30-day plan is not overkill. By paying careful attention to your new goals and habits for a full month, you’ll stand a better chance of making them a permanent part of your daily life.


* Day 2. Visualize the problem. Think about how it makes you feel. Imagine how you’ll feel once it’s solved.

* Day 3. Check your “baseline.” Determine what your behavior is like right now. If poor time management is a problem, for instance, try to track your present use of time.

* Day 4. Brainstorm. Identify as many solutions to the problem as possible. Think about the variety of goals and new habits you might pursue.

* Day 5. Write yourself a “prescription” - steps you must take to make new habits or goals real.

* Day 6. Visualize the outcome. In concrete terms, imagine what your typical day will be like once you’ve acquired new habits or achieved new goals.

* Day 7. Visualize the benefits. List all the good things that can eventually happen to you as the result of the changes you make.

* Day 8. Make promises. Promise yourself that you’ll achieve what you’re thinking about.

* Day 9. Make it specific. Up to this point you’ve been thinking about a new goal or habit in general terms. Now, make it specific. And begin to actively work on your new goal.

* Day 10. Identify obstacles. Figure out what’s standing in the way of you achieving your new goal.

* Day 11. Focus on your environment. Decide what schedule or physical circumstances can best help you achieve your goal. If you’re trying to remedy a tendency to ignore important paperwork, for instance, you might determine that a larger work table and more comfortable furniture can help you get through paperwork faster.

* Day 12. Block time out. Schedule time each day to work on your goal or habit.

* Day 13. Divide your goal into action steps. If you want to walk or run for exercise 30 minutes a day, for instance, the first step might be to arrange your outdoor clothes in your closet. The next step might be to walk five minutes a day.

* Day 14. Figure out how to make it easy. Try to match some pleasurable activity with the work you’ll be doing to change your behavior. If producing timely monthly reports is a goal for the coming year, perhaps you can couple it with relaxing music.

* Day 15. Schedule each step in your action plan. Write each step in your planning calendar or appointment book.

* Day 16. Decide how you’ll handle setbacks. Make no mistake about it: you’ll have them. Forgive yourself in advance for your failures, and resolve to pick up where you left off. Don’t resolve to double or triple your work activity should you miss a day or take the wrong step; this sort of excruciating effort makes your goal painful, and usually doesn’t work.

* Day 17. Incorporate your new routine into your daily life. Cut some other activity out if necessary, or ask for the understanding of people around you. This is especially important if your goal creates emotional pressure on you.

* Day 18. Give yourself some organizational tools. For example, if you want to brush your teeth on a more regular basis, put a new toothbrush holder next to your sink. If you want to pay closer attention to work priorities, buy a to-do list pad. If you’re trying to cut down on the time you spend in meetings, buy and carry a stopwatch.

* Day 19. Read the stories of others. Make a trip to your public library’s biography section and check out a book or two about other people who have achieved goals or changed habits. You’ll be inspired by their achievements.

* Day 20. Figure out how you’ll reward yourself. Rewards help you pursue your new goal and motivate you to keep up your new behavior. Rewards might be as simple as a walk in the park, a few hours off, a movie, or a nice dinner. Plan to reward yourself as you achieve milestones.

* Day 21. Schedule reminders. Place brief messages in your appointment calendar or tickler file, or signs around your home reminding you of activities you’ve got to pursue.

* Day 22. Tape record messages to yourself. Each message should concentrate on the value of your new goal. Play the tape whenever you feel you may falter in your pursuit.
Bring your sky-high insurance costs down to earth.

One toll-free phone call—and five minutes—is all it takes.

This brand new program from Albiez lets you instantly compare what you’re paying today to what you could be saving tomorrow. For the same—or better—coverage. From today’s top-rated insurance company.

Pick up the phone and dial 1-800-272-6771. Bring down your high insurance costs. And give your tree-care business more room to grow.

800-272-6771
Forestry Body Builders Since 1944

Capacity From 12 2/3 to 35 Cubic Yards!

STANDARD FEATURES:
- 60" in Height
- Double Panel Tailgate
- 3 Die Formed Corrugations in Front & Side Panels
- All Galvanneal Construction
- 40% More Welding for Added Strength
- Quality Sherwin Williams Acrylic Finish
- High Security Lock Rods on Tool Box Doors
- Chassis Available . . . And More!

OPTIONS:
- Removable Aluminum Roof • Dump-Thru Lift Gate
- Customized Heights • Extra Tool Boxes
- Chassis Available . . . And More!

G&A Equipment
Knoxville, TN
(423) 988-7574

5 Bucket Trucks
to choose from:
- $9,500 to $29,500
- with and without chip boxes
- 47' to 70' working height

3 Chip Trucks
starting at $7,500

Selection of
New & Used Chippers
Call: Garell Foshee

5 Bucket Trucks
to choose from:
- $9,500 to $29,500
- with and without chip boxes
- 47' to 70' working height

3 Chip Trucks
starting at $7,500

Selection of
New & Used Chippers
Call: Garell Foshee

Learn
LANDSCAPING
Easily & Quickly
AT HOME

FOR PLEASURE — Please your family with a professionally landscaped yard. Assist your friends and community in landscape projects.

FOR PROFIT — Prepare for tremendous money-making opportunities for trained men and women in the Landscape Field. You may quickly learn — at home — how to become a Landscape authority, Landscape Contractor, Landscape Nursery-man, Garden Consultant, Lecturer or Designer. Start your own profitable business or get a good paying position. Excellent part time money-making opportunities.

1048
LIFETIME CAREER SCHOOLS, Dept. TA00116
101 Harrison Street, Archbald, PA 18403

Please send me free copy of your brochure, "How to Learn Modern Landscaping for Profit or Pleasure."

WRITE OR CALL TODAY! 1-800-326-9221

Name
Address
City State Zip
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Richard G. Ensman is a free-lance writer based in Rochester, New York. He specializes in business topics.

* Day 23. Increase effort by doses. Increase the amount of time or effort you spend on your goal - gradually.
* Day 24. Look for reinforcement. Tell the people around you what you're trying to do. Ask for their support. When you hear a compliment, congratulate yourself!
* Day 25. Listen to advice. Do you have any friends or acquaintances pursuing a similar goal or habit? If so, offer and seek mutual support. If you don't know anyone else working on the same goal, go back to the library and check out an inspiring audio tape on goal-setting or personal change.
* Day 26. Ask for comments. Ask your spouse or a close friend, for instance, to tell you how well you're achieving your goal or improving yourself.
* Day 27. Find a mentor. If your goal is big enough, find somebody who can guide you on your path. But even if your goal is a small one, you can still ask a trusted co-worker for help.
* Day 28. Listen and evaluate. Decide how you're doing. If your efforts don't pass muster, resolve to continue anyway.
* Day 29. Set your next goal. Whether it's an entirely new goal or a variation of what you're already working on, give yourself the opportunity to aim a little higher.
* Day 30. Celebrate. You've earned it. When you get to this point, you're well on the way to making your new goal or habit part of your everyday life - a life coming under your control in greater measure than ever before.

Richard G. Ensman is a free-lance writer based in Rochester, New York. He specializes in business topics.
When you climb on our orange ropes, you’re recognized as a professional who’s serious about safety. The instant success of Braided Safety Blue High-Vee demonstrates that clearly identified climbing ropes promote safety in the tree. Now, New England Ropes introduces a high visibility version of our famous Safety Blue three-strand rope and, for those who prefer a 12-strand rope, our completely redesigned TreeLine with a new abrasion resistant finish and optional fleck pattern.

New England Ropes is committed to making the best climbing ropes possible. That’s why when your safety is on the line, New England Ropes comes through with flying colors.

For a sample and the name of your nearest dealer, please call or write us.
INDUSTRY ALMANAC

January 9-11
Indiana Arborist Assn. Winter Conference
Indianapolis Marriott
Contact: Rod Harmon, 219-295-7275

January 10
Turfgrass, Landscape and Sports Turf Institute
Sequoia Athletic Club & Conf. Center
Buena Park, Calif.
Contact: 800-500-7282

January 16
Arborist Training Seminar
Southfield Civic Center
Southfield, Michigan
Contact: 517-482-5530

January 18-19
Think Trees
Albuquerque, N.M.
Contact: Judy Nickell, 505-243-1386

January 23
Arborist Training Seminar
Southfield Civic Center
Southfield, Michigan
Contact: 517-482-5530

January 25
Building With Trees
Houston, Texas
Contact: The National Arbor Day Foundation, 402-474-5655

February 3
New England Grows
Hynes Convention Center
Boston, Mass.
Contact: 508-653-3009

February 5-6
Shade Tree Symposium & Trade Show
Penn-Del ISA and Penn State Ext.
Lancaster Host Resort & Conf. Center
Contact: Elizabeth Wertz, 215-795-2096

February 5-7
Trees & Utilities National Conference
Arbor Day Farm/Lied Conference Center
Nebraska City, Neb.
Contact: The National Arbor Day Foundation, 402-474-5655

February 11-14
ALCA Executive Forum
Pointe Hilton at Tapatio Cliffs
Phoenix, Ariz.
Contact: 703-482-5530

February 13-18
NAA Annual Management Conference
San Diego Hilton
San Diego Hilton
San Diego, Calif.
Contact: 800-733-2622

February 20
Arborist Training Seminar
Southfield Civic Center
Southfield, Michigan
Contact: 517-482-5530

February 27
Advanced Hazard Tree Eval. Workshop
ASCA and ISA Pacific Northwest
Vancouver, British Columbia
Contact: 303-466-2722

Also Available:
The Original Tree Feeder
THE FERTILIZER IS IN THE TUBE
For larger, balled trees

IT'S BIODEGRADABLE!

INGREDIENTS

5-15-5 Fertilizer
A high phosphorous blend, similar to that recommended in the National Arborist Association standard. Slow-release sulfated urea is the nitrogen. We have added to the fertilizer blend, bone meal, a natural phosphorous, and ferrous sulfate.

Controls Water Flow
Strategically placed, natural ingredients actually swell to reduce the water flow, assuring slow, even moisture and nutrient distribution.

Haambaugh Enterprises, Inc.
2392 N. Boeing Dr. • Warsaw, IN 46580
(219) 269-5888 • Fax (219) 269-1047
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TCI EXPO Breaks Record For Size and Attendance

TCI EXPO ’95, co-sponsored by the National Arborist Association and the International Society of Arboriculture, recently held in Indianapolis, was the largest tree care industry trade show ever assembled. Covering more than two acres of exhibit space, 154 exhibitors displayed everything from computer software to huge wood-processing equipment. More than 1550 arborists visited the show.

In addition to the exhibits, there were demonstrations on the exhibit floor conducted in a 35-foot tree erected for the purpose. This demonstration tree has become the focal point of TCI EXPO. Demonstrations in the tree included climbing techniques, lightning system installation, aerial rescue techniques and roping and rigging. In addition, there was an electrical hazard demonstration provided by the local utility.

A unique feature of TCI EXPO is the daily Arbor bucks drawing. Winners receive $500 in “play money,” which they can use for any purchase they wish. Arbor bucks are redeemed by show management from a pool of funds contributed by interested exhibitors and the National Arborist Association.

The 1995 TCI EXPO seminar program, run concurrently with the trade show, attracted the largest crowd in the show’s 6-year history. A 2-track speaker program provides interesting seminars for managers as well as field personnel. Many of EXPO’s seminars offer ISA CEUs as well as pesticide recertification credits. This year, 26 states accepted credits from the program.

TCI EXPO ’96 will be held at the new convention center in Charlotte, North Carolina, November 7-9. More than 90% of the booth space for that show is already reserved.

Michael Gerber to Keynote NAA Winter Management Conference

Michael Gerber, president and CEO of Gerber Business Development Corporation, will open the 1996 NAA Winter Management Conference with his Keynote Address.

Gerber, author of the best-selling guidebook, The E-Myth: Why Most Businesses Don’t Work and What To Do About It, has spoken to business audiences throughout North America on how to “create a business that works.”

Gerber’s Business Development Program has a mission: to solve the problems of the struggling business. His philosophy is based on finding that to work, a business must become a system, so that the business works exactly the same way every time down to the last detail. Over the past 20 years, Gerber has successfully helped thousands meet their personal and professional goals.

The NAA Winter Management Conference is being held at the San Diego Hilton Beach and Tennis Resort. The meeting begins with a poolside Opening Reception on Tuesday, February 13, and closes Saturday, February 17, with a fun-filled evening of good friends, good food and good entertainment.

For further information, or to receive your registration kit, please call the NAA at 800-733-2622, or write to P.O. Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031.

Winter Management Conference Sponsors:
- Aerial Lift, Inc.
- Bandit Industries, Inc.
- Corporate Capital Leasing Group, Inc.
- Cummins Michigan, Inc.
- The Doggett Corporation
- J.J. Mauget
- Oral Ivy, Inc.
- ITT Hartford
- Simon Telelect
- Southco Industries, Inc.
- Vermeer Manufacturing Company

GFX CORPORATION

The New More Rugged GFX Super Split has the exclusive production table level with the top of the "I" beam and heavier tubular front and rear legs. They are now included in all models; just another reason to break the hydraulic habit and start getting more firewood in a lot less time.

To find out more—call, write or fax

GFX CORPORATION
200 Recreation Park Drive, Hingham, MA 02043
(617) 740-0350 • Fax (617) 740-0355
Brute Manufacturing Corp. announces its subsidiary E.H.M.C. has recently introduced the model FP 130 P.T.O. powered firewood processor. The FP130 can be run by 540 or 1000 RPM power take-off and requires a minimum 30-hp tractor. This model can produce between 1 1/2 and 2 cords of firewood per hour. It has a 16-foot feed trough, 25-inch 404 hydraulic chain saw and an 18-ton 24-inch splitter with hydraulically adjustable 4- and 6-way splitting heads. Log capacity is up to 22 feet in length and 22 inches diameter. The FP130 comes with a 12-foot skidway standard and a 10-foot live deck is offered as an option. John Smith, Brute Manufacturing Corp., RR 2, Box 314, E. Clarendon, VT 05759. Phone: 800-261-9301.

Jonsered has published a new booklet entitled "Turbo Facts." The 8-page booklet shows the results of extensive testing of the turbo system, both in the laboratory and in the forest under real working conditions. A number of charts and tables show actual documented comparisons of cutting performance between turbo-equipped and non-turbo saws. Jonsered estimates that a full-time professional logger using a turbo model could save up to a week's worth of work time in reduced maintenance. Jonsered has proclaimed the benefits of its turbo chain saws since introducing the world's first saw with centrifugal air cleaning in 1987. "Turbo Facts" is available from your local Jonsered dealer. Phone: 800-447-1152.

Rayco Manufacturing, Inc., has introduced a two-wheel front steering axle attachment for its RG 1625 Super Jr. model stump cutter. The new system can be fitted to existing units working in the field or ordered as optional equipment on new units. Turning of the unit is precise and controllable with the waist-high steering lever comfortably located in easy reach of the hydraulic control console. Engineered for ergonomic correctness, turning the steering wheels is practically effortless. The steering axle makes the Rayco Super Jr. a four-wheel machine. The tire size is 5.7 x 8 with extra grip tread for easy turning. Rayco Manufacturing, Inc., 4255 Lincoln Way East, Wooster, OH 44691. Phone: 800-392-2686.
HELP WANTED

Arborist/salespeople - Established, aggressive and fast growing full service tree care company in northern Virginia looking for highly motivated individuals to expand our current client base. Top pay and benefits to qualified individuals. Send resume to Fairfax Tree Service, P.O. Box 1365, Fairfax, VA 22030 or FAX: 703-591-2241.

Golden Bear Arborists, Inc., needs you! If you are an aggressive, hard-charging, motivated, career-minded individual looking to make the big bucks, we are the firm for you. You must be a creative person willing to give 200%. Call Walter at 818-359-6647 for a phone interview.

The Care of Trees is a full service tree care firm with offices throughout the metropolitan areas of Chicago, New York City and Washington, D.C. We are one of the most progressive, well-equipped companies in this industry and offer excellent benefits. Our ever-expansive mode seems to constantly require personnel to fit into new positions which include production, plant health care and sales. We consider safety, quality, productivity and communication to be important attributes of proper tree care. If you believe the same, please send your resume to Kathy Hendricksen, c/o The Care of Trees, 2371 S. Foster Ave., Wheeling, IL 60090. Phone: 708-394-4220.

Tree care employment opportunities with one of Michigan’s fast growing, innovative and education-oriented companies. We offer ongoing training, incentive/bonus programs, 401(k), health and dental insurance. Top pay is available to motivated, good, hard-working and experienced people. Positions available include pesticide applicators, salespeople, lawn technicians, tree trimmers, diagnosticians, managers and groundmen. Must have valid drivers license. Send resume or apply at Mikes Tree Surgeons, Inc., 263 Park St., Troy, MI 48083. Phone: 810-588-0202 or FAX: 810-588-4824.


Arborist/sales representative - Growing full-service company in the Washington, D.C., area has entry-level position with excellent career advancement potential. Must have B.S. in Arboriculture, Urban Forestry, Horticulture, etc. Contact Jim Harris at 301-949-4100 or send resume to Wood Acres Tree Specialists, 10315 Kensington Parkway, Kensington, MD 20895. FAX: 301-933-6215.

Experienced climber - Good pay, good benefits, good opportunity with a good company. Year-round work in Denver, Colorado. Must be a skilled climber with extensive experience in pruning and removals. Call Mark James, 303-797-6143.

Certified tree climber/foreman - Growing full service co., in the Sacramento, CA area. Must have a California drivers license and knowledge of tree equipment and maintenance. Call 916-663-2110 after 4 p.m. Pacific Standard Time. Phil’s Tree Service, 5301 Abbot Road, Penry, CA 95663.

Experienced tree care professionals. Fast growing, quality-oriented company in the Chicago North Shore looking for top-notch foremen to manage crews, equipment and shop. Ideal candidates will have a minimum of 3 years experience, CDL and strong desire to achieve. Excellent compensation & benefits package. Please send resume and contact the Kinnucan Company, 28877 Nagel Ct., Lake Bluff, IL 60044. Phone: 708-234-5327.

Experienced climbers/crew leaders, rope and saddle, clean driving record. Offering incentives to relocate to Florida. Established 3rd generation company, newer well maintained equipment, drug-free workplace, many benefits. Year-round work in West Palm Beach area. Call 407-844-1367 for further information.

Progressive, well established vegetation management company is seeking class 1 arborists for utility ROW division. Candidates must possess excellent knowledge of line clearance and vegetation management. The ability to train and supervise others, along with industry-related degree is preferred. Travel is required. Excellent compensation benefits package and career opportunity. Interested applicants mail or FAX resume to DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., Attn. Brian Berland, 100 N. Conahan Dr., Hazleton, PA 18201. FAX: 717-459-5500; Phone: 717-459-5800.

PUBLIC UTILITY OPERATIONS MANAGER MID-WEST DIVISION

Bartlett Tree Experts seeks a demonstrated leader to manage our Mid-West public utility operations division. Candidates should have 10(+) years in operations management with solid exposure to line clearance. Candidates must possess ability to analyze utility bid requests, cost out specifications, and formulate profitable bid proposals. Fleet utilization skills and knowledge of equipment maintenance a plus. We offer a competitive salary with excellent benefit package. Interested candidates should mail or fax their resume and salary requirements to:

Victor B. Fleck
VP Human Resources
Bartlett Tree Experts
Box 3067, Stamford, CT 06905
Phone: (203) 323-1131
Fax: (203) 323-1129
EEO Employer
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Plant health care technicians, foremen and trimmers - Davey Tree's Minneapolis, Minnesota, residential operation is looking for experienced, honest and self-motivated people looking to advance their career with America's oldest and largest employee-owned green industry company. Qualified applicants should have a valid drivers license, enjoy outside work and possess good communication skills. Davey offers competitive wages and benefits plus opportunities for career growth, training and development. Resume with salary requirements should be sent to The Davey Tree Expert Company, 2500 Fembrook Lane N., Plymouth, MN 55447-4733.

Attn. professional tree persons: Tired of the cold? Palm Beach County's tree health professionals are looking for motivated, knowledgeable people. If you are thinking of moving to SE Florida, give us a call. CDL a plus. Drug-free workplace. 407-968-1045.

Experienced climber/foreman needed for established Massachusetts tree service. Self-motivated arborist, certificate a plus, to work in a drug-free environment. Send resume or call Holbrook Tree Service, 252 Union St., Yarmouthport, MA 02675. Phone: 508-362-8085.


Landscape production/division manager - Well established, full-service company seeks ambitious, quality-oriented person for scheduling, managing men and equipment, purchasing and maintaining quality of landscape maintenance division. Excellent working conditions, wages, benefit package. The salary range for these positions is based on experience: Production manager - $27,000 to $32,000; division manager, $32,000 to $67,000. Midwestern candidates preferred. For confidential consideration, send resume with salary history to Panoramic Landscape Management, Inc., Human Resources, 1470 Industrial Drive, Itasca, IL 60143. Phone: 708-285-0300.

Arborist/sales representative. Bartlett Tree Experts is seeking career minded individuals to join America's leader in tree care. We currently have openings in the NY Metropolitan, New England, Mid-Atlantic and Southern regions. We offer ongoing training by scientists of the Bartlett Tree Research Laboratory, superior compensation package including medical benefits, company car, etc. If you have tree care sales experience or have an aptitude for sales, combined with a degree, please send your resume to Gregory Daniels, 66 Wooster Height, Danbury, CT 06810 or FAX at 203-748-3048 for NY Metropolitan; Jim Ingram, P.O. Box 177, Osterville, MA 02655 or FAX at 508-428-2398 for New England; Alan Jones, 1185 Five Springs Road, Charlottesville, VA 22902, or FAX at 804-971-1331 for Mid-Atlantic and Southern regions.


Climbers/arborist trainees. Arbor Care is looking for career-minded, motivated individuals with an eye for quality, interested in relocating to southwest Florida. We offer career advancement, a benefits package & more. Please send resume to Arbor Care, 8000 Fruitville Road, Sarasota, FL 34240. Phone: 813-371-3644; FAX: 813-371-5228. EOE by choice and a drug-free workplace.

Sales/management/PHC specialists - Experience the SavATree difference. If you are looking for a unique opportunity to further your career, as well as work in a truly professional work environment, SavATree has many opportunities available to you throughout the Northeast. If you have a degree or field-related experience in arboriculture, please send or FAX your resume to SavATree, 360 Adams St., Bedford Hills, NY 10507 or FAX 914-666-5843. Attn: Human Resources. EOE.
WOULDN'T A COUPLE MORE HOURS A DAY BE NICE?

If you're an owner or manager of a tree care business, you're probably spending too much time wrestling with nagging, unprofitable issues like:

- **Workers Comp and OSHA Regs**
- **Employee Training and Records**
- **Financial Statements and Job Costing**
- **Benefits and Human Resources**

Unless you're a member of the National Arborist Association. "Hour" members take advantage of a wide variety of products and services that save them time — time they can spend doing what they do best: Succeeding!

**TIME COMPRESSION**

If this decade is known for anything among business owners, it's TIME COMPRESSION. You're experiencing it, coping with it... and we have the relief: Membership in the National Arborist Association.

We've already done so much work for you! NAA Members have complete access to:

- Simplified regulatory Compliance Information
- Industry-developed Management Guidelines
- Ready-to-use Training Programs
- Advertising and Public Relations materials
- Group Rates on Insurance
- A Network of Peers for support
- A Toll-Free Hotline for business and technical questions.

Plus, a recent independent survey of NAA members revealed that 91% were satisfied, very satisfied or DELIGHTED with their NAA experience. So, isn't it time you found the easier way of succeeding?

New members pay only $150 for the first year of membership. That's the equivalent of $12.50 per month! An unbeatable value!

**TOLL-FREE:**
1-800-733-2622

Leading commercial arboriculture into the 21st Century.

FOR SALE


The Professional's
FIBERGLASS
TREE TRIMMING
POLES

Durable • Safe
Versatile

Poles available in sectional and fixed lengths

We can perform electrical testing to meet OSHA regulations

For complete information call or write:
JAMESON CORPORATION • SINCE 1958
P.O. Box 240277, Charlotte, NC 28224
704/526-5191 • (F) 704/522-6161

1-800-346-1956
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Lewis Utility Truck Sales, Inc.
Ridgeville IN 47380

24 Hr. Answering

DRIVEN TO BE THE BEST!

Wood/Chuck
Chippers 4 cyl.
Dum style, gas
& diesel motor, 10 available

GMC, 50ft. Versalift 55ft. w.h., insulated upper & lower, 366, 5sp2sp, 2 availble—1'18 gas, 1'89 diesel, P.O.R.

55ft. w.h. Aerial Lift/GMC & Ford, 366, 5sp2sp, 1984-93 gas & diesel, 10 available, $24,500 & up


52' Hi-Ranger w/57' working height (1981) on 1981 Ford F600 diesel. Good condition, $27,000/0B0; 1971 Vermeer stumper with 93 Wisconsin engine, good condition, $5000/0B0; 87 Vermeer chipper, good condition, $6000/OBO. Warren, MI. Phone: 810-773-6040.

Video program offers information on ropes, knots and tree climbing to make on-the-job training easier. Call 800-733-2622 for more information.

Big John 90AA tree spade mounted on a 86 Mack Cabover. Spade has been completely reconditioned, new blades, hoses, paint, tires. Must sell. $55,000 or best offer. Phone: 800-892-2034.

Bucket truck, '86 F700 LR50 forestry dump body, 370 gas, pony motor, very good condition. Phone: 800-787-TREE. Maryland. $35,000.
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For more information about the industry's best selling package, call or write Arbor Computer Systems, 117 Weston Road, Westport, CT 06880. Phone: 203-226-4335.

If you can't get to it safely you can't prune it or otherwise work in a tree. NAA's video orientation to ROPES, KNOTS & TREE CLIMBING provides:

- Essential information on the ropes, snaps, carabiners and saddles used.
- Basic instruction in the knots required for tree climbing.
- Various climbing techniques used for ascending into and working in trees.

All of the appropriate elements of the ANSI Z133-1994 are included.

NAA's video training programs make actual on the job training much easier. After viewing an NAA video, a trainee can go into the field with basic background information. Repetitive viewing of NAA's video training program reinforces the training provided in actual work situations.

Attendance sheets provided with this program allow an employer to easily document employee training which meets OSHA requirements. Tests are also provided to measure employee comprehension.

TO ORDER ROPES, KNOTS & TREE CLIMBING
simply photocopy this coupon and fill in the requested information or call the National Arborist Association Hotline at 1-800-733-2622.

NAA member: ____________________ @ $60 ea. = ____________________
Non-member: ____________________ @ $90 ea. = ____________________

Company Name ____________________
Name of Individual Ordering: ____________________
Title: ____________________ Phone: ____________________
Address: ____________________
City: ____________________ State: ____________________ Zip: ____________________

☐ MasterCard ☐ Visa Card Number: ____________________ Exp. Date: ____________________

Signature: ____________________

The National Arborist Association
PO Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031-1094
Phone 1-800-733-2622 Fax (603) 672-2613
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We have the answer.

1: More Profits
2: Needed Service
3: You Have Tools, Men And Equipment
4: Door Opener And Sales Closer
5: Present Customers Are Qualified Prospects
6: Minimum Investment
7: Send For Free Tree Kit
8: VHS-How To Install Tree Systems ($14.95)

Aerial Equipment, Inc. Your used chipper and stump cutter supplier, serving Illinois, Indiana, Iowa and Wisconsin. (1) 1989 Rayco hydro-stumper; (1) 1989 Promark, non-self-propelled; (1) 1982 Vermeer Model 1560; (1) 1984 Vermeer Model 630A; (1) 1979 Model 18 Morbark whole tree chipper; (3) - (1) 1986 and (2) 1987s - 16" Asplundh whisper chippers; (1) 1989 Model 90 Brush Bandit, gas, (9"); (1) 1989 Model 100 Brush Bandit, gas (12"); (3) 1987 Morbark Model 186 diesels; (1) 1990 Vermeer Model 1250, diesel (12"); (1) 1992 Model 250 Brush Bandit, diesel (12"); several Brush Bandits and Raycos available also. Call Ron or Joel, Aerial Equipment, Inc. Phone: 708-398-0620; FAX: 708-394-1042.
Replacement fiberglass booms, baskets, liners and accessories to fit Altec, Asplundh, TECO, Holan Lift All, Reach-All, Telelect, Hi-Ranger and other aerial lifts. PCC has made more aerial lift fiberglass booms and baskets than any other company. Call us at 800-49-ARBOR for more information about our hardware and software products.

ArborWare The Arborists' Business Solution, the industrial strength relational database product that provides superior data integrity, flexibility and reliability for MS-DOS, Windows and multi-user network computer systems, is now joined by ArborSoft, our true Windows-based product for managing your business. ArborSoft incorporates Windows functions such as cut-and-paste, drag-and-drop and seamless integration with other popular Windows products such as landscape designers, graphics, word processing, image scanning and more. Manage unlimited customer transactions (from estimates through accounts receivable; IPM; plant, pest and chemical libraries, vehicle maintenance; and much, much more...) with the industry's most powerful, stable and efficient software products. Put ArborWare or ArborSoft to work for you today.

Call us at 800-49-ARBOR for more information about our hardware and software products.

Replacement fiberglass booms, baskets, liners and accessories to fit Altec, Asplundh, TECO, Holan Lift All, Reach-All, Telelect, Hi-Ranger and other aerial lifts. PCC has made more aerial lift fiberglass booms and baskets than any other company. Call us at 800-49-ARBOR for more information about our hardware and software products.

ArborWare The Arborists' Business Solution, the industrial strength relational database product that provides superior data integrity, flexibility and reliability for MS-DOS, Windows and multi-user network computer systems, is now joined by ArborSoft, our true Windows-based product for managing your business. ArborSoft incorporates Windows functions such as cut-and-paste, drag-and-drop and seamless integration with other popular Windows products such as landscape designers, graphics, word processing, image scanning and more. Manage unlimited customer transactions (from estimates through accounts receivable; IPM; plant, pest and chemical libraries, vehicle maintenance; and much, much more...) with the industry's most powerful, stable and efficient software products. Put ArborWare or ArborSoft to work for you today.

Call us at 800-49-ARBOR for more information about our hardware and software products.

ArborWare The Arborists' Business Solution, the industrial strength relational database product that provides superior data integrity, flexibility and reliability for MS-DOS, Windows and multi-user network computer systems, is now joined by ArborSoft, our true Windows-based product for managing your business. ArborSoft incorporates Windows functions such as cut-and-paste, drag-and-drop and seamless integration with other popular Windows products such as landscape designers, graphics, word processing, image scanning and more. Manage unlimited customer transactions (from estimates through accounts receivable; IPM; plant, pest and chemical libraries, vehicle maintenance; and much, much more...) with the industry's most powerful, stable and efficient software products. Put ArborWare or ArborSoft to work for you today.

Call us at 800-49-ARBOR for more information about our hardware and software products.
**REWARD**


**SERVICES**

Administrative procedure manual. You know your business, but do you know how to run your business as a business? In clear, easy-to-understand language, this guide will show you how to set up your administrative records, tailor fit to the tree care and landscaping industries. Are computers a mystery to you? In addition, this manual will take you through the detailed steps to establish your records on a computer. It shows you the tricks and skills needed to use popular software to administer your business easily. Written by an administrator to tree care and landscaping companies, this proven manual will improve your business and profits. Send $49.95 plus $4 shipping and handling to Manuals, P.O. Box 293, Wayland, MA 01778. Mass. businesses add 5% sales tax.

**EQUIP. WANTED**

Skyworker or other make bucket trucks, must be mounted on an Alpine platform lift. Also, any 4-wheel drive knuckleboom trucks. Call 914-679-7034.

**GRAPPLES FOR TRACTORS & SKIDSTEERS**

- Save Time
- Use labor more efficiently
- Increase productivity
- Use existing equipment more effectively

The most effective, durable and versatile grapple attachments in the industry. Gather brush, logs and other debris and move to chipping or hauling points on building sites, right-of-ways, and other removal projects.

**30-Day Free Trial!**

Call NOW for FREE FACTS!

1-800-942-4406 ext. TS1

TIMBERKING, INC. Dept. TS6
1431 N. TOPPING, KANSAS CITY, MO 64120
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**Border City Tool & Manufacturing Co.**

1 800 421-5985

Pocket Bolts

THE NEW SMART POCKET

Carbide Tipped Stump Cutter Teeth

23325 Blackstone • Warren, MI 48089-2675
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**ONE-MAN SAWMILL**

Turns Trees Into CASH!

30-Day Free Trial!

Call NOW for FREE FACTS!

1-800-942-4406 ext. TS7

TIMBERKING, INC. Dept. TS6
1431 N. TOPPING, KANSAS CITY, MO 64120
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**1-800-94-ARBOR (27267)**

The ONLY number you need to remember for...

Safety Equipment • Root Barriers • Climbers • Rope

Spreaders • Snaps • Pole Pruners & Saws • Scabbards

Hand Saws & Pruners • Hand Tools • Educational Books

Spray Hose & Reels • Power Tools • Protective Clothing

Rigging Equipment and much, much more

Call for our FREE Catalog

To Order Call (800) 94-ARBOR or Fax/24 hrs (916) 944-4487

We ship UPS

VISA & M/C ACCEPTED

7627 Fair Oaks Blvd.
Carmichael, CA 95608

Hours 7:30pm - 5pm • M-F
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**For More Information call:**

800-587-6656

IMx

ImpleMax Equipment Co., Inc.
Bozeman, Montana
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Apply today and discover the GREEN CARD advantage. The GREEN CARD provides your business with a pre-approved line of credit up to $150,000. It's as simple as filling out a one page credit application. No financials are ever required. Call 1-800-GREEN-01 and put the power of GREEN in your pocket! The GREEN CARD gives you the ability to obtain the equipment necessary to keep your business growing. With a pre-approved GREEN CARD line of credit, all you have to do is choose the equipment that's right for your business—call us and we’ll take care of the rest. No matter what you're looking to buy, whether new or used, truck or equipment, the GREEN CARD will get the job done!

Northcoast Capital Leasing Company
27070 Detroit Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44145

Associate Member, National Arborist Association
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Fifty Bucks, Fifty Bucks

Anyone who has taken their animal for a visit to the vet knows that you can’t get out of the office for less than $50. Just a simple office visit and yearly shots will have you scribbling a check for $100 per animal. Lord help you if your animal needs serious medical attention. You might as well promise your first-born male child!

It was a dreary, damp and rainy March day. Hubby had a full day of work and came home looking like a drowned rat and needing the warmth of a hot shower and home-cooked meal. We had planned that night to visit with some friends and play a friendly game of Spades.

These plans were put on the back burner when the phone rang. The caller was a young woman who was home for the weekend from college. Her parents were local vets and had gone out of town to a seminar. Her favorite cat had managed to get herself up a 60-foot pine tree and had no immediate plans for getting herself down in the pouring rain.

Now, you must understand that hubby is still recovering from a long, hard day hauling and cutting dead trees. His sense of humor was not up to full speed. When the phone call came in, he could only hear my responses to the young woman’s pleas for help. She had called the other local tree companies, the fire department and a crane service. The replies varied from “No” to “It will cost you more to get us out there than the cat is worth.”

The young woman had tried everyone she could think of and had no luck in securing help. By the time she called, she was in tears. I could sympathize with her problem and thought that we could at least go and look at the situation.

Cats are not known for being predictable, so I grabbed a pillowcase out of the linen closet just in case this one did not like hubby when he climbed the tree. This proved to be a wise decision. When we arrived, the cat was almost at the top of the pine tree with no thoughts of coming down on her own. Hubby strapped on the spurs and belt and up he went. As he neared the cat, she wasn’t quite sure she liked her assistant. Out came the pillowcase and in went the cat. Safely on the ground and in the arms of her mistress, the cat seemed none the worse for the wear.

As to the matter of the bill, the young woman said her parents would be more than happy to pay for the services rendered. It’s kind of nice to bill the vet, rather than having the vet bill you.

P.J. Winstead is the wife of Audie Winstead, owner and operator of A & R Tree Service in Brooksville, Florida. Do you have a story for From the Field? TCI will pay $100 for published articles. Submissions become the property of TCI and are subject to editing for grammar, style and length. Entries must include the name of a company and a contact person or they will not be considered for publication. Articles and photos must be received by the first day of the month for the following month’s issue.
Take away a world of information from every Mauget seminar

Every Mauget Micro-Injection seminar is structured to provide practical information you can use to promote tree health. If you are new to micro-injection, seminar leaders provide hands-on training, problem-solving exercises, and the opportunity to learn more through further study.

If you have experience with Mauget Micro-Injection, seminars help you learn more about new products, new techniques, environmental protection, and applicator safety.

Mauget Micro-Injection seminars are for the entire Green Industry -- owners, managers, and applicators.

Expand your knowledge about micro-injection at a Mauget seminar. Call your Mauget distributor about a seminar in your area. Below are dates and locations.

J. J. Mauget Company
2810 N. Figueroa Street
Los Angeles, CA 90065
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PUT UP TO $150,000 IN YOUR POCKET TO BUY EQUIPMENT

Call today to apply for ArborCard – the pre-approved lease card that makes it easy to lease equipment – without financial statements!

Now you can walk into any dealer, select the equipment you want, and simply hand them your ArborCard – the powerful and convenient way to arrange affordable, tax-deductible leasing for your business. We take care of all the paperwork – for you and the dealer! Just call today and apply. We'll pre-approve you and send your ArborCard – for up to $150,000 in purchasing power.

- Instant credit approvals without financial statements
- Up to $75,000 per transaction; $150,000 total
- Financing for new and used equipment
- Fast and easy application by phone
- Flexible payments and terms to fit your seasonal cash flow

Call today for a free brochure and easy pre-approval!

1-800-537-9108
Fax: 1-800-344-7712

Each time an ArborCard is used to lease new or used equipment, Corporate Capital Leasing Group, Inc. will donate $50 to the National Arborist Foundation, to be matched by a grant from the U.S. Forest Service.

CORPORATE CAPITAL LEASING GROUP, INC.
109 East Evans Street, Box 504, West Chester, Pennsylvania 19381
Phone (800) 537-9108 Fax (800) 344-7712

Associate Member, National Arborist Association
Associate Member, International Society of Arboriculture
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